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Topics Discussed – Agenda
•

Key PATH Act Changes Impacting Business Owners

•

Now mostly irrelevant §2704 proposed regulations (will
skip most of this)

•

Republican Estate/Gift/GST Tax Proposals and their
Effect on Planning Now and in 2017

•

Republican Corporate Tax Proposals and their Effect on
Planning Now and in 2017

•

Republican Income Tax Proposals and their Effect on
Planning Now and in 2017

•

Practical End of Year Tax Planning Tips
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Key PATH Act Changes Affecting Business Owners
• Section 179 expensing at $500,000 made permanent
• Bonus depreciation (more important for larger companies)
extended through 2019, but not made permanent.
• Reduction in S corporation recognition period for built-in
gains tax 5 yrs is made permanent (for C to S conversions).
• Exclusion of 100% of gain on qualifying small business stock
held at least 5 years is made permanent.
• Lower shareholder basis adjustment for charitable
contributions by S corporations (including to CRTs) is made
permanent.
• Small captive insurance companies expanded, with safe
harbor deductible contributions under §831(b) expanding
from $1.2 to $2.2 million (adjusted for inflation) in 2017
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Key PATH Act Changes Affecting Business Owners
• The credit for increasing research activities was made
permanent. Particularly relevant to small businesses
starting in 2016, it can also offset the AMT as well as
regular tax, effective for credits determined for tax years
beginning after Dec. 31, 2015. An eligible small business
may instead elect to apply a portion of its research credit
against the 6.2% payroll tax imposed on the employer’s
wage payments to employees.
• Qualified improvement property placed in service on or
after Jan. 1, 2016 qualifies for bonus depreciation.
“Qualified improvement property” is any improvement to
an interior portion of a building that is nonresidential real
property if the improvement is placed in service after the
date the building was “first placed in service.”
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Background on Valuation of Business Interests for Tax

• “Willing buyer, willing seller test” outlined in Rev.
Rul. 59-60 and in Treas. Reg. §25.2512-1 - fair
market value is the price that a hypothetical willing
buyer would pay a hypothetical willing seller,
neither being under any compulsion to buy or sell

• Minority interest discount allowed for intra-family
transfers
• Upheld in numerous rulings and cases
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Gifts/Sales of Lack of Controlling Interests in
Background on Valuation of Business Interests –
pre-Chapter 14ty and Family Attribution
• Estate of Bright v. Commissioner , 658 F.2d 999, 5th Cir.
1981 (minority interest discount allowed for intra-family
transfers)
Estate of Harrison v. Commissioner, T.C. Memo 1987-8,
52 TCM 1306 (involved a partnership that parent and two
children controlled as the GPs. The parent also held all
of the LP interests. At death, parent’s GP interest
became a LP interest. The value of a LP interest (which
is all the decedent owned) was considerably less,
because there was no ability to liquidate the partnership.
The GPs could liquidate at any time.
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The Original §2704 Regulations and Aftermath
• Chapter 14, including IRC §§ 2701-2704, enacted 11/5/90
• Initial regulations proposed in 1991, finalized 1/28/92
• These curbed a few strategies, but still left open plenty of
creative (or, abusive, depending on perspective) techniques
• Revenue Ruling 93-12 (sole stockholder of a corporation
who gave a 20% interest to each of his five children would
permitted a minority discount in valuing those shares)
• “Modify Rules on Valuation Discounts” in Obama
Administration budget proposals (aka “Greenbooks”) for
several years, with no law passed
• Proposed regulations were expected by 9/18/15, delayed.
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Discounts
• The Conference Report to Chapter 14 (H.R. Conf.
Rep.101-964 (1990)) is instructive
• The government acknowledged that Code § 2704(b) was
not intended to affect minority and lack of marketability
discounts
“The conference agreement modifies the provision in the
Senate amendment regarding the effect of certain
restrictions and lapsing rights upon the value of an
interest in a partnership or corporation. These rules are
intended to prevent results similar to that of Estate of
Harrison v. Commissioner, 52 T.CM. (CCH) 1306 (1987).
These rules do not affect minority or other discounts
available under present law.”
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Highlights of the Proposed Regulations and the Heated
Debate Over How Broad (or Narrow) They Are

Ed Morrow
Director, Family Wealth Consulting Group
Key Private Bank

The Newly Proposed Treasury Regulations
• Section 25.2701-2 (expansion and clarification of definition of
controlled entity, not the most groundbreaking change)
• Section 25.2704-1 (lapse of certain rights, includes 3 yr rule)
• Section 25.2704-2 (transfers subject to applicable
restrictions)
• Section 25.2704-3 (transfers subject to disregarded
restrictions – the most controversial and confusing) – all
the others are amendments, this one is completely new
• Section 25.2704-4 (effective date)
These are uploaded as downloadable handout – pages 1-22 of
pdf are the preamble, pages 23-50 are the proposed changes. I
highlighted portions that will be discussed today and will
reference page numbers of these (more readable than slides). 14

Who Wins and Who Loses if Proposed Regulations Become Law
Who is potentially negatively impacted? Anyone with a taxable estate
($5.45 /$10.9 million married, increasing to $5.49/$10.98 million in 2017),
who owns a business entity or arrangement, which the family could control
if aggregated together (control meaning 50% or more).
Who Wins? Potentially, anyone with a non-taxable estate with affected
business entities (since they may benefit from higher valuations, which
would increase basis - but this is very uncertain, especially for non taxable
estates – see Morrow article). Indirectly: valuation, law and accounting
firms, maybe even life insurers to cover a three year lookback!
Who is unaffected? Those who do not own closely held business interests
nor would ever establish one, or those families with non-controlling (<50%)
interests in a closely held business (aggregated).
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Prop. Reg. §25.2701-2:
Clarifying Application to Various Entities

• Addresses what constitutes control of an LLC
or other entity or arrangement that is not a
corporation, partnership, or limited
partnership and clarifies what entities the
regulations apply to.
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Prop. Reg. §25.2704-1:
New “Assignee” and “Three Year Rule”
• Prop. Reg. §25.2704-1 “Lapse of Certain Rights”
(Discussion in preamble at p. 3-5, page 26-28 of the
pdf file containing regs, page 29-30 for Examples) first
clarifies the scope of affected entities and application to
assignees (e.g. if I transfer LLC interest but donee is
mere assignee, it’s a lapse), but (c) is the most far
reaching – it is clarifying and creating a bright line test
in lieu of the Murphy case (which denied discounts
where owner of 51.41% of business gifted 1.76% 18
days before death), and superseding Rev. Rul. 93-12
(where IRS permitted non-aggregated minority interest
discounts where donor gifted five 20% shares of
business) for transfers within 3 years.
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Three Year Rule – Prop. Treas. Reg. §25.2704-1(c)
• The proposed regulations would create a valuation
penalty for transfers occurring within three years
before the transferor’s death if the entity is controlled
by the transferor and members of the transferor’s
family immediately before and after the lapse. They
“apply to transfers of property*** occurring on or after
[date regulations are final]”
• Is the “transfer” the original transfer or the deemed
lapse/gift at death? E.g. if owner gifts shares in 2016
but dies in 2018, assuming this is after similar regs are
made final, when is the “transfer”?
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Three Year Rule – Prop. Treas. Reg. §25.2704-1(c)
• This could affect transfers made pre-final regulation if
the transferor dies within three years. Treasury will
very likely clarify this and may ultimately resolve the
uncertainty with a more taxpayer-favorable
interpretation. Nonetheless, we have to warn clients
of “clawback” possibility, even if regs take 2 years
to finalize.
• WORSE: it may lead to phantom inclusion that does
NOT qualify for the marital deduction (there is a
marital deduction valuation symmetry in proposed
§2704(b) regulations (see highlighted portion of
preamble on page 20 of pdf and §25.2704-3(g) Ex 4,
but this is not mentioned anywhere in §25.2704-1.
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Three Year Rule – Prop. Treas. Reg. §25.2704-1(c)
• Calculating the value of the lapse under the three
year rule is uncertain. The regulations state that the
value is calculated by comparing the value of the
interests before and after the lapse (see current Reg.
§25.2704-1(d)).
• But, is this at the time of the gift, or at the time of
death when the deemed lapse occurs? I believe the
latter.
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Three Year Rule – Prop. Treas. Reg. §25.2704-1(c)
• Practical example of what would change:
Dad Donor owns 100% of DonorCo, worth $10 million. He
gifts three 20% full membership/voting shares to his children.
Let’s assume for now that 2704(b) does not apply– at 30%
discount this is a $4.2 million gift. If Dad Donor dies two years
later, the proposed regulation would cause a taxable lapse of
Dad’s previously held right to redeem/liquidate DonorCo, the
value of which would be added to Dad Donor’s estate. Let’s
say in 2 years DonorCo is now worth $11 million. So, Dad
Donor’s 40% share that might have been $3.08 million
discounted will now have §2704(a) additional inclusion of
$1.32 million for a total of $4.4 million. However, if Dad Donor
leaves this to his wife, the marital deduction may only be
$3.08 million. Basis to wife?
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Three Year Rule – Prop. Treas. Reg. §25.2704-1(c)
But wait, there’s more – it’s not just the value of the retained
portion of the stock that is increased!
• What about the value of the three gifts of 20% of DonorCo
two years earlier? The value of the inclusion would be
calculated by comparing the value at the time of death with
or without the lapsed control. This may cause more inclusion
than the prior discount! For example, in our previous slide,
gifts were 3x$1.4 million=$4.2 million. But the proposed
§2704(a) inclusion would likely be based on the value 2
years after the gift, at death -10% higher. Not $6 million
minus $4.2 million (the $1.8 million “discount” valued two
years earlier at time of gift), but $6.6 million minus $4.62
million (amounts two years later at death)=$1.98 million. In
other words, you don’t get the two years growth removed
from the estate either (at least, not all of it)!
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Three Year Rule – Authority???
• Unlike the three year rule in IRC § 2035, which Congress
added specifically by statute, there is nothing in §2704(a)
remotely hinting at any three year rule, and unlike 2704(b),
there is no specific statutory delegation on this point.
• Maybe a three year rule is reasonable to prevent abuse, but
shouldn’t this be Congress?
• Is this creation of a bright line 3 year rule out of thin air within
the Treasury’s power to interpret the statute? Note, it does
not create a rebuttable presumption but it is a bright line test
that could apply to a healthy 40 year old who dies
unexpectedly within three years exactly the same as
transfers by a 95 year old.
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Effect of 2704 Application on Income Tax Cost Basis
• It is unclear whether any increased valuation resulting from
§2704 or the proposed regulations leads to an increased
income tax basis pursuant to §1014, because the statute and
regs specifically limit application “for purposes of this
subtitle”, which is estate, gift and GST tax, not income tax.
• See attached LISI article. Estates that are required to file
estate tax returns pursuant to Section 6018 (which would be
most of the people we are trying to actively do estate tax
planning for) have a good argument that basis should
symmetrically follow estate tax valuations. However, even
this is uncertain for “phantom” inclusions (e.g., in our prior
example, the amount added to the three 20% gifts, not the
40% retained, which is clearer) – the basis could be reduced
by depreciation taken post-transfer per §1014(b)(9)
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Prop. Treas. Reg. 25.2704-2 and Applicable
Restrictions: Attacking State Laws Causing Higher
Discounts by Prohibiting Withdrawal
• Section 25.2704-2(b) provides, in part, that an applicable
restriction “is a limitation on the ability to liquidate the
entity (in whole or in part) that is more restrictive than
the limitations that would apply under the State law
generally applicable to the entity in the absence of the
restriction.”
• This regulation amends §25.2704-2 to refine the
definition of the term “applicable restriction” by
eliminating the comparison to the liquidation limitations
of state law (sorry Nevada!), if there are comparable
state law alternatives that would not have such
limitations – see highlighted portion on page 33 of pdf.
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Prop Reg. §25.2704-3: “Disregarded Restrictions”
• In explaining the three year rule, we assumed that the
traditional discounts were still in place. In explaining the three
year rule, the §25.2704-1 regulations do not mention any
application of §2704(b) or proposed §25.2704-3 in the
examples to such transfers in the first place.
• Back to our earlier example, if I gift three 20% interests and
retain 40%, are these three gifts entitled to the same
discounts as previously in most cases, or do the proposed
§25.2704-3 regulations only apply to a narrow subset of
restrictions and less common situations? This is the big
debate. If discounts are mostly removed by 2704(b) anyway,
then the proposed three year rule is close to meaningless.
• I will refer to the two interpretations as “weak” (not having
much valuation effect at all) or “strong” (profound effect).
26

“Disregarded Restrictions” in §25.2704-3 – the Debate
• Does this, as some argue, create a minimum value, a “put
right”? This “strong” interpretation would effectively
eliminate most of a discount for lack of marketability or lack of
control, because someone would be deemed to have access
to the underlying assets for valuation (with a mere 6 month
delay). This interpretation has caused the huge uproar in the
business owner community, and has been widely
disseminated by many noted experts.
• Or, is 2704-3 just an awkwardly worded and confusing
provision that has very little effect on traditional discounts at
all? Informal comments by Treasury officials are indicating
this is the more likely interpretation that should be clarified
upon finalization.
• If this “weak” version holds, §25.2704-3 is a big yawn.
27

“Disregarded Restrictions” in §25.2704-3 – the Debate
Prop. Reg. §25.2704-3 “The term disregarded restriction means a
restriction that is a limitation on the ability to redeem or liquidate
an interest in an entity that is described in any one or more of
paragraphs b)(1)(i) through (iv) of this section, if the restriction, in
whole or in part, either lapses after the transfer or can be removed by
the transferor or any member of the transferor’s family (subject to
paragraph (b)(4) of this section), either alone or collectively.”
If you stop reading here, you see why the effect may be mild – if you
don’t restrict someone from selling their interest, no big deal, this is
not triggered, keep your discounts. What has unfortunately led to the
confusion is how Treasury described the restrictions in paragraphs i-iv.
See p. 16 of pdf for preamble’s discussion, p. 36 for reg’s definition.
28

“Disregarded Restrictions” in §25.2704-3 – the Debate

(i-iv), on page 36-37 of the uploaded pdf, are too long to
paste in a slide, but summarized, includes provisions that:
i) limit the ability to sell (easy to understand)
ii) limit the ability to sell for less than a “minimum value”
(OK, sounds easy, just avoid adding any such
restriction, but it is very convoluted the way they word it
because they imply there is a minimum value of the
interest based on pro rata value of the entity)
iii) limit the ability to get payment for more than 6 months
iv) limit the ability to get cash/property for interest (no
notes)
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“Disregarded Restrictions” in §25.2704-3 – the Debate
Ed’s take: the restrictions that are disregarded only pertain
to the ability to redeem or liquidate an interest in an entity,
not the ability to liquidate the entity itself. In a typical
situation, you do not limit or prevent an owner from:
i) selling; ii) selling for more than $X; iii) getting paid
immediately; or (iv) getting cash/property for sale.
The examples in the regulations imply that the same discounts apply,
except for the effect of disregarding the specific provision, valued
under “generally accepted valuation principles” (e.g. in Ex. 1-5 on page
44-46 of the attached regs, the 33% share is still valued as a 33%
share, but just with the right to sell it on open market. If they had
meant to force valuation based on put right, wouldn’t they simply
say directly that the 33% is valued at “minimum value” in the
examples?)
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“Disregarded Restrictions” in §25.2704-3 – the Debate

Here are examples of provisions that might still be
disregarded for valuation, even under the “weak”
interpretation of the regs (i.e. no big effect):
• prohibition on withdrawal (obvious from examples);
• party receives or can only receive assignee interest (also
covered in §25.2704-1), or
• the right of first refusal allows the company to purchase
but only pay with issuance of a note.
Treasury could have avoided a lot of controversy with
clearer examples! The key question: if a party cannot
withdrawal and demand pro rata purchase, yet can sell
interest on open market, is the inability to instantly redeem
for “minimum value” a “disregarded restriction” (aka “strong
interpretation”)?
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“Disregarded Restrictions” in §25.2704-3 – the Debate

Argument for the 6 month put right (“strong” interpretation):
What if documents are merely silent on restrictions (in some
cases you may not even HAVE an operating agreement)?
For instance, a document might restrict an owner from
having the ability to withdrawal and be paid for the interest,
or dissolve the company and receive a pro rata share, but
these are usually baked into state law without needing to be
drafted into an operating agreement. Are the lack of such
powers “disregarded restrictions”? Is the fact that state law
or document does not grant liquidation or dissolution rights
a “limitation on the ability of the holder of the interest to
compel liquidation or redemption of the interest”?
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“Disregarded Restrictions” in §25.2704-3 – the Debate

Would Treasury go to all the trouble of the regulations to merely
bite at the periphery attacking only extreme state law effects or
outright prohibitions on sale or withdrawal that are not often
used?
Perhaps. “The term disregarded restriction means a restriction
that is a limitation on the ability to redeem or liquidate an
interest in an entity” – this phrase should not be interpreted to
impose a right to redeem or liquidate an interest in an entity for
a minimum amount.
That said, many more distinguished practitioners than I think
otherwise, so I’m going to warn clients anyway until clarified.
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“Disregarded Restrictions” in 25.2704-3 –
if the “strong” interpretation applies
Obviously the “strong” interpretation of 2704-3 would have
extremely profound valuation effects!
The “minimum value” is the net value of the entity multiplied
by the interest’s share of the entity. (see page 17
(preamble), page 36 of handout).
The “put right” is a right, enforceable under applicable local
law, to receive from the entity or from one or more other
holders, on liquidation or redemption of the holder’s
interest, within six months after the date the holder gives
notice of the holder’s intent to withdraw, cash and/or other
property with a value that is at least equal to the minimum
value of the interest determined as of the date of the
liquidation or redemption (page 42 of handout)
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Contrasting Effect - Related and Unrelated Parties
Example: Francis, Tim and Jeff own an LLC worth $12 million. They are
unrelated. Their 1/3 share should still be valued under the old “fair
market value” principles for gift/estate tax – perhaps a 20-40%
discount- perhaps $ 3 million value.
However, if a funded buy-sell agreement formula mandates the buyout
of a deceased owner for a pro rata value of $4 million (not uncommon
for unrelated parties), it would be valued at $4 million regardless.

Beware: if Jeff retires or dies and Francis and Tim buy him out
(regardless of whether it is for $3 million or $4 million), 2704 may now
be triggered because they own 50% (again, the remaining “discount”
after §25.2704-3 application is unclear, but the three year rule
application could still be quite impactful)
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Contrasting Discount - Related and Unrelated Parties

Contrast, if Francis, Tim and Jeff in our prior hypothetical were brothers,
each of their interests may be valued closer to $4 million for estate tax
purposes under the proposed regulations, even if there is no buy sell
agreement, even if they hate each other and always litigate, even if the
widow/estate of owner is later bought out for $3 million! (again, this
effect is debated)
In most families, siblings control each other as much as we control the
wind, moon and tides, yet the IRS may attribute collusion regardless.
Similarly, 50% ownership of a company is hardly control, yet the
regulations force higher valuation, especially if three year rule to apply
(e.g. if 51% owner gifts 2% and retains 49%).
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Contrasting Discount for Non-Entities, Tenancies in Common
Example: Francis, Tim and Jeff are brothers and own real estate or artwork
as tenants-in-common worth $12 million. Their 1/3 interest should still be
valued under the old “fair market value” principles for gift/estate tax –
perhaps a 15-30% discount (less “discount” typically than an LLC/LP)perhaps $ 3.2 million value, unaffected by the proposed regulations. The
new regulations only affect entities.
However, except for the rare case of siblings inheriting property from a
parent, most people will co-own real estate through a limited liability
entity for superior ease of transfer and asset protection. But, consider,
what about Francis, Tim and Jeff contributing their 1/3 tenancy in common
to their own three separate LLCs? Potential IRS attack: depending on the
level of cooperation and coordination, the IRS might find such joint
ventures/TICs to be de facto partnerships for tax purposes. See Rev. Proc.
2002-22 for discussion. While tenancy in common agreements are
recommended, a restriction on partition may be disregarded. IRC §2703
37

Effective Dates
• Some of the regulations become effective upon immediately after
the regulations are published as final, but the most substantial and
far-reaching rules will not take effect until 30 days after that. Prop.
Reg. §25.2704-4 (page 49-50 of pdf). They could be made
final in December, January, or likely months later (it could take
years). The important point is that we have time to plan.
• There is a strong possibility that regulations may be modified or even
overturned (more likely if the “strong” 6 month put right
interpretation applies), but it may take years – safest to plan for the
worst.
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Planning Opportunities and Strategies

Ed Morrow
Director, Family Wealth Consulting Group
Key Private Bank
Topic Presented by Entire Panel
After Presentation by Radd Riebe

Planning Opportunities that Will Remain Effective
• Short Term GRATs often use non-family entities for funding
anyway (because distributing in kind with a discount going
out as necessary for 2-3 year GRAT removes most benefit
of discount anyway) - these will not be affected
• Even if the proposed regulations are made final (and the
more stringent “deemed 6 month put” interpretation valid),
many gifting strategies will still be highly effective and
continue to be used, especially over the longer term,
because grantor trust status permits tax-free gift by paying
the tax, and growth is still outside of estate. Over time,
these two factors dwarf the value of the discount.
• Volatile assets may be well suited to GRATs, whereas more
stable ones to IGTs, since GRATs do not waste any seed
gift if the value of the asset decreases. GRATs can adapt
to increased valuation uncertainty!
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Old Buy-Sell Agreements – a Ticking Time Bomb?
• If the estate tax value increases due to §2704, is the buy-sell
agreement buyout tied to that number in any way?
• If it is not, should it be (if so, when)? Phantom estate value occurs
if $X is in estate, but estate receives $.64X (non-family buy-sells
usually do not discount).
• There is no obvious answer, it depends on the situation, but
parties should make sure they agree on result - the three year
rule may create the nastiest valuation difference
• The difference between estate tax value and “fair market value”
could be significant and may lead to expensive non-tax litigation!
• Buy-sells where other family members are or may become
owners should be reexamined. Buy-sells with non-related parties
are not as likely to be affected, but verify.
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Other Factors Impacting the Decision to Plan in 2016
• The election – Secretary Clinton has proposed estate/gift
tax changes that would decrease the estate/gift tax
exclusion from $5.45 million (current) to $3.5 million, and
increase the gift/estate tax rates from 40% to 45%, with
50% rate > $10 million, 55% rate >$55 million, 65% rate
bracket for estates > $500 million
• Current historically low applicable federal rates – August
2016 is only 0.56% (short term), 1.18% (mid-term) and
1.9% (long-term) – 7520 rate only 1.4% - these favor
techniques that include loans
• Many taxpayers made large gifts in 2012 before the “cliff”
and the statute of limitations on the gift tax return has
safely passed, giving them more comfort level to make
additional gifts
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Tax Apportionment Traps; Adapting to Three Year Rule
• Tom Clancy’s estate just had a nasty estate tax
apportionment battle causing years of litigation (see
short article posted on LinkedIn by Ed Morrow)
• The “phantom inclusion” of §2704, especially more
likely for gifts within three years of death, could cause
nasty tax apportionment battles – if I get stock worth
$X, but the estate has to pay combined state and
federal tax of 50% on a higher value of $1.5X, who
pays the additional tax cost? If there is only one
residuary beneficiary, that’s easy, but many estates
with business interests will have specific bequests and
blended families.
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Panel Discussion and Questions
• What are the odds that the most far-reaching portions of 2704 regulations
won’t be changed or overturned? By court or a new administration? And
how impactful are the “disregarded restrictions” anyway? (i.e. put right?)
• If we set up GRATs with discounted assets today, can we use
“undiscounted” values making in kind transfers out? What prevents you
doing that now? What will Treasury likely do here?
• What are your firms doing to warn clients with taxable estates, and how
aggressive are you in encouraging action? What about a “non-action”
CYA letter where the client acknowledges the potential planning options
going away? How different is this for “bona-fide” business v. “passive
investment” business (or a client that currently has no investment LLC)?
• What are firms doing (or should do) to adapt closely-held entities to
maximize basis increase for non-taxable estates, especially if the
regulations are not passed/upheld as proposed? Upstream planning?
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Panel Discussion and Questions
• Since we can’t rely on these regulations becoming/staying effective,
how can we prevent “donor’s remorse” from clients (similar to the
“fiscal cliff” in 2012)? How can irrevocable trusts be amended,
installment sales unwound or even gifts undone if the tax landscape
dramatically changes?
• What effect should the basis uncertainty have on planning? Are there
cases where clients could be WORSE off doing something today than
doing NOTHING? What if a client dies within three years of gift?
Should the odds of living 3 years affect the planning decision?
• What about post-regulation “swapping” of “2704 valuation enhanced”
assets for equal assets in IGT? Is a trustee violating fiduciary duty by
accepting $1million real FMV, $1.5 million 2704-enhanced value for
$1.5 million?
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Panel Discussion and Questions
• What is the best practice in making taxable gifts of discounted
assets and filing the Form 709? Should the Form 709 reference
that the valuation is done contrary to a proposed regulation? (see
Reg. §301.6501(c)-1(f)(2))
• How viable is using tenancy in common discounts, and what can
be done to enhance these discounts unaffected by proposed
regulations?
• Would these regulations, however ultimately modified in final form,
have any affect for valuation for purposes of fraudulent transfer
law, divorce, or other state law as some have argued? NO!!!
• Would these regulations equally apply to statutory business trusts,
joint ventures, single member LLCs and unincorporated
partnerships? (see Reg. §301.7701-1, -2(a))
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Trump/Republicans on Income Tax Reform
•

Trump proposes to reduce the top tax rate and establish three
tax brackets with rates of 12%, 25% and 33%. 3.8% Medicare
net investment income surtax on AGI over $250,000 would be
eliminated. Appears to be entirely deficit funded - no
explanation of revenue offset.

•

Has argued against taxation of “carried interest” at long-term
capital gains tax rates, mostly used by private equity firms.
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Trump on Estate and Gift Tax Reform
•

Trump (along with majority of Republicans in Congress)
proposes to eliminate the estate and generation skipping
transfer tax.

•

Note that most Republican proposals on estate tax keep the
gift tax intact to avoid gaming the income tax system through
unlimited tax-free gifts. Trump has not mentioned any
difference here.

•

However, we may have a modified carry-over basis regime. “Capital
gains held until death and valued over $10 million will be subject to
tax, to exempt small businesses and family farms. To prevent abuse,
contributions of appreciated assets into a private charity established
by the decedent or the decedent’s relatives will be disallowed.”
https://www.donaldjtrump.com/policies/tax-plan
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Trump on Corporate Income Tax Reform
•

Trump proposes to reduce the top tax rate applicable to C
corporations from 35% to 15% and eliminate most corporate
tax expenditure deductions except for the R&D credit.

•

Repatriation of corporate profits held overseas (over $2 trillion)
at low tax rates (perhaps up to 10%, perhaps lower) is now
highly likely. As opposed to 35% domestic corporate tax rate.

•

Firms engaged in manufacturing in the US may elect to expense
capital investment and lose the deductibility of corporate interest
expense. Could this lead to less bank borrowing by corporations?

•

Both parties have proposed and agreed in principal for years
on lowering the corporate tax rate and “closing loopholes” –
but historically they can’t agree on which ones, and whether
the changes should be “revenue neutral” (Democrats) or be
deficit funded (favored by Republicans).
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House and Senate Tax Proposals
•

Congress is more important for tax reform than the Presidency.
In June, Republicans in the House of Representatives released
their “Tax Reform Blueprint.”
http://abetterway.speaker.gov/_assets/pdf/ABetterWay-TaxPolicyPaper.pdf

•

The proposal would eliminate the estate and gift taxes. It
would also raise the standard deduction for individual income
taxes, which would reduce the number of taxpayers itemizing
their deductions from 33% to 5%. The proposal would also
eliminate all itemized deductions other than the mortgage
interest deduction and the charitable contribution deduction.
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House Proposals
•

The House proposals would eliminate taxation of corporate income
on overseas income earned outside of the U.S. (would this encourage
the use of foreign subsidiaries and moving IP offshore?).

•

The House proposals would eliminate the Alternative Minimum Tax
(AMT), cap business income at 25%, top capital gain tax rate at
16.5%; eliminate domestic production activity deduction.

•

Simplify the multiple education credits/deductions

•

House “Blueprint” would lower top income tax bracket to 33%, with
seven brackets narrowed to three: INDIVIDUAL INCOME TAX
BRACKETS UNDER THE BLUEPRINT Current Law Blueprint 10%/15%
0%/12% bracket 25%/28%  25% 33% 35% 39.6%  33%

•

Propose consumption tax similar to European VAT
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House Proposals
•

Such proposals may simplify taxation, but also reduce incentives for
domestic production rather than import (Section 199 domestic
production activities deduction would be eliminated), and reduce or
potentially eliminate the use of IC-DISCs for export, and the tax
incentives for captive insurance companies, since the tax rate delta
would be much smaller, hence less savings through using more
complicated structures and deductions.

•

A U.S. consumption tax (favored by House, but without any specific
endorsement or backing by Trump) might favor the wealthy simply
consuming more abroad. Personally, I think a broad, complicated
additional tax system would be unwise, lead to more spending, and
may face significant opposition from some Republicans as well as
Democrats.
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House Proposals – Effect on Financial Planning
•

The House is not going to get everything it wants, without Senate
and Presidential approval, but it is a starting point for negotiation.

•

The prospect of lowering rates and adding a consumption tax (like a
sales tax, similar to European value added tax) would change a lot of
financial planning dynamics – should you make that Roth conversion,
or defer as much into retirement plans now since your tax rate may
be lower in future years? Buy muni bonds v. taxable corporate bonds
(analysis which relies on tax rates)? ROTH IRAs may be a foolish bet
at this point, and taxpayers may want to recharacterize any recently
converted Roth IRAs.

•

Similarly, if only 5% of taxpayers would itemize, reducing the
importance of mortgage interest deduction, this would clearly affect
how fast you may pay off your mortgage.

•

It’s hard to predict where Trump would land in many areas. Witness
his recent shift, against Republicans, towards maternity leave.
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Trump Proposals – Effect on Estate/Tax Planning
•

If there is no estate tax, but 100% step up in basis for businesses,
farms up to $10 million, as Trump has proposed, this basically gives
the super wealthy less incentive to hold onto assets until death for a
step up in basis, since there would be none forthcoming (beyond $10
million).

•

Of course, it gives estate planners the opportunity to shoehorn more
or all of a family’s assets into the small business category that would
be granted a 100% step up. It would encourage business owners and
farmers to hold onto assets until death for the step up, potentially
affecting business succession.

•

There are no firm or concrete proposals for this, only one paragraph
from Trump’s website, and no House/Senate bills pending on this
point.
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Senate Finance Committee Proposals –
RESA Would Kill the Stretch IRA
•

The Senate Finance Committee UNANIMOUSLY (full bipartisan
support) approved the “Retirement Enhancement and Savings Act of
2016” (“RESA”).

•

RESA would change the post-death RMD rules to generally require
that all distributions after death (regardless of whether to a
“designated beneficiary”) be made by the end of the fifth calendar
year following the year of death. Exceptions would be made for a
surviving spouse, disabled, or chronically ill, or is an individual who is
not more than 10 years younger than the employee (or IRA owner),
or is a child who has not reached the age of majority. In addition,
RESA would provide that the new 5-year distribution requirement
only applies to the extent that the amount of an individual’s
aggregate account balances under all IRAs and defined contributions
plans, determined as of the date of death, exceeds $450,000
(indexed for inflation)
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Advanced Tax Planning Ideas for Year End 2016
Advanced Planning Ideas:
1.
2.

3.
4.
5.

6.

Charitable Gifting strategies, especially family/small business
stock
Investment portfolio tax management– Tax Loss Harvesting,
Asset Location and Asset Allocation Reviews
Use of Roth IRA conversions for estate and income tax planning
Creation of qualified pension to maximize retirement savings for
closely held business with few employees
Exploiting various closely-held business tax strategies, loopholes
and deductions
Planning for taxable estates in light of the proposed IRS
regulations on business valuation that indirectly penalize family
business with higher estate/gift tax.
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End of Year Tax Tips – Investment Related
Tax planning ideas– maximizing the tax benefit of losses, minimizing the tax detriment of gains:
Holding Period
basis as

Pay attention to which stocks are sold, since stocks lots (unlike partnerships!) can have different
well as holding periods (one year holding is important for short-term v. long-term gain rate)

Tax Loss Harvesting
Tax loss harvesting can add significantly to after tax return over time. Often, an individually owned
portfolio of large cap stocks can still yield tax loss harvesting even when the overall market is flat or
slightly up for the year. E.g. if I have a simple S&P 500 ETF that is flat or slightly up for the year, I cannot
sell to take any loss, but if I have a bucket of 30-40 large cap stocks that net the same return, there are
sure to be some winners, some losers. Selling the losers can offset other capital gains, plus up to $3,000 of
ordinary income annually. Especially valuable for short-term gains.
Wash Sale Rule
Be careful of the “wash sale” rule for substantially identical securities purchased 30 days before or
after the security which is sold for a loss – even if purchased in an IRA! – it causes the loss to be
suspended. Some rules are still unclear – what if I sell one S&P 500 ETF and buy another from another
ETF that is substantially similar? Strategies to avoid wash sales when someone wants to keep the same
allocation include: wait 31 days, purchase a strongly correlated security, or sometimes even using
puts/calls can accomplish this (but be careful, buying a call on a stock triggers a wash sale similar to buying
the security!)
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End of Year Tax Tips – Investment Related
Tax Planning Ideas for Investment Portfolio – Maximizing the tax benefit of losses,
minimizing the tax detriment of gains:

Be careful selling closely held businesses between family to take losses, or
even when there is no tax motivation at all and it triggers gain! Losses may be
prevented between related parties and capital gains may be converted to
ordinary income when selling depreciable/amortizable property between
related parties
Remember – capital gains from sales of collectibles and assets subject to
depreciation (e.g. real estate §1250 gain) have higher federal tax rates (28%
and 25%, plus 3.8% surtax) – in many circumstances, ordinary capital losses
may be able to offset those higher rate capital gains. Even better – offsetting
short-term capital gains taxed at up to 43.4% federal plus state income taxes!
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Why is Estate, Tax and Financial Planning for
Qualified Retirement Plans and IRAs Important?
•

It’s where the money is! Yet many advisors ignore the implications for financial,
estate and trust planning, and for asset allocation and investing
U.S. Total Retirement Market
Trillions of dollars, end-of-period, selected periods
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End of Year Tax Tips – Investment Related

Review asset location as well as asset allocation
Assets better suited for tax deferred or tax free accounts (e.g. IRA,
Roth)
• High yield bonds
• REITs
• High-turnover, actively managed funds
Assets better suited for taxable accounts
• Other assets, such as cash yielding practically no return
• International funds kicking out foreign tax credits
• Tax-efficient low turnover funds
• Municipal bonds
• Limited partnerships
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End of year tax tips – investment related
Tax planning ideas for investment portfolios – maximizing the tax benefit
of losses, minimizing the tax detriment of gains:
• Two studies from 2005 and 2013 found that over time, paying
attention to asset location strategies between taxable and tax-deferred
accounts can add up to .23% or .25% in after-tax return
• Mutual fund prospectuses will show pre and post tax return, usually
based on highest federal tax rate, but not including state tax. As an
example, see the tax effect on one fund - calculated using pre-ATRA,
pre-ACA tax rates for 2005-2012!!!
Source: www.sec.gov, prospectus for
PIMCO Fundamental Index Plus AR Fund
Ave. annual total return (periods ending
12/31/2013)
Institutional Class Return Before Taxes
Institutional Class Return After Taxes on
Distributions(1)
Institutional Class Return After Taxes on
Distributions and Sales of Fund Shares(1)

1 Year

5 Years

34.86%
26.49%

Since
Inception
(06/30/2005
)
29.88%
12.49%
20.41%
6.50%

19.48%

19.51%

6.93%
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End of year tax tips – retirement plan related
Tax planning ideas for maximizing the tax deferral of retirement plans:
• You can pay investment management/planning wrap fees/trustee fees attributable to IRAs
(but not sales commissions, charges) from outside taxable accounts, enabling the IRAs to
grow more. This indirectly adds to your contribution limits! Over time, this adds up. Be
careful of the reverse - you cannot pay Roth or taxable investment management fees from
traditional IRA accounts!
• High income taxpayers often cannot contribute to a Roth IRA – directly. However, you may
be able to contribute to a non-deductible traditional IRA, which can later be converted to a
Roth IRA (conversions no longer have an income limitation). Be careful with later conversions
– the IRS considers the basis for ALL IRAs when evaluating the tax on Roth conversions.
• Roth IRA conversions are unique – they have an “undo” button until Oct 15 of the following
year. If you want to convert $250,000, you can divide your $1 million IRA into four accounts
of differing assets, then cherry-pick the best performing one to keep as a Roth, and “undo”
the other three!
• While large companies are killing their traditional pensions and defined benefit plans, small
business owners are embracing them. Why? A small business owner age 62 with 6
employees may be able to defer up to $255,000 a year in a defined benefit plan! You can
establish such a plan even if family members are the only employees in the business!
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End of Year Tax Tips – Charity Related
• Substantiation! Remember to get that letter from charity avowing
that there were no goods or services received in return for the gift.
• For larger gifts, using a charitable trust can be more advantageous
tax-wise. For sales of low basis assets, using these trusts can result
in more money for the family in some cases than if the property
were sold and reinvested.
• Overlooked deduction – 14 cents/mi driving for charitable activity
• Overlooked deductions that don’t impact your cash flow needed
for retirement:
1. Using Charitable Remainder Trusts
2. Gifting a conservation easement for qualifying land or historic
buildings
3. Gifting a remainder interest in a farm or residence.
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End of Year Tax Tips – Charity Related
Tax planning ideas for maximizing the tax deferral of your charitable dollars:
1. Payroll deduction for charity does not mean the funds are deducted from
gross income! This may still be a good idea for budgeting and charitable donations
for smaller amounts, but it is not be as effective for larger planned gifts
2. Gifting a publically traded security held more than one year can avoid
triggering gain, yet obtain full fair market value deduction! Be careful gifting other
appreciated assets to private foundations – deduction often limited to basis.
3. Congress and the White House finally in the PATH Act passed in 2015 made
the “charitable IRA rollover” permanent, allowing those over 70 ½ to gift up to
$100,000 directly from their IRA each year, avoiding adding to adjusted gross
income (AGI) – this type of gift is more advantageous generally, because of
Medicare, surtax, state income tax, social security, Pease limitations, etc.
Remember – only IRAs get the special tax break! Not 401k, 403b, etc.
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End of year tax tips – business related
Tax planning ideas for maximizing the tax deferral of your business income:

• The PATH Act made many business deductions permanent, notably the $500,000
Section 179 expensing limitation.
• Larger businesses might consider captive insurance companies – however, there
are two abusive cases now pending in tax court that should flesh out some of the
rules for those. The PATH Act greatly expanded the deduction for 2017 to $2.2
million, but there are additional ownership considerations – see recent article by
our planning team on recommended amendments to buy-sells, trusts and other
corporate agreements vis a vis 831(b) captives. Also see the recent IRS
announcement placing 831(b) captives on the “transaction of interest” – the IRS is
looking to tackle abusive cases here:
https://www.irs.gov/pub/irs-drop/n-16-66.pdf
• Many exporting business miss the valuable deduction known as IC-DISC
• Many domestic goods producers miss the Section 199 Domestic Activities
Production Deduction – which can offset 9% of AGI!
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Exit Strategies for Business Owners

8 Possible Exit Routes

What exit route do owners anticipate?*

• Transfer the company to family member(s).
• Sell the business to one or more key
employees.
• Sell to employees using an Employee Stock
Ownership Plan (ESOP).
• Sell to one or more co-owners.
• Sell to an outside third party.
• Engage in an Initial Public Offering (IPO).
• Retain ownership but become a passive
owner.
• Liquidate.

Transfer to Next
Generation
19%
Management
Buyout
14%

Sale to ESOP
7%

IPO or other
10%

Sale to Third Party
50%
*Price Waterhouse Coopers survey
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Exit Strategies for Business Owners
If a SALE is likely, pre-sale planning can in many instances:
• Enable gains to avoid state income tax if the deal is a “stock” rather than “asset” deal (see Ed
Morrow’s article on the Corrigan v. Testa case – avoiding state income tax is a hot area!)
• Enable gains to be deferred by using charitable remainder trusts (not for S corps)
• Enable gains to be completely excluded, for certain businesses, if stock held at least five
years, with the small business capital gains tax exclusion (must be C corp, but a
partnership/LLC could elect to be taxed as C corp as of January 1, 2017 and start the five
year holding clock ticking for); there is a similar provision that also permits tax-free rollovers
to other qualifying small business stock if 6 month holding met. §1202, 1045
• Enable stock to be sold to an ESOP (must be a corporation under federal tax law)
• Enable stock to be sold to an ESOP tax-free if reinvested in qualifying investments (must be a
C corporation)
• If gifted or sold to irrevocable trusts, enable stock gains to pass free of estate/gift tax
• If sold to irrevocable trust via installment sale at least 2 years prior, enable bulk of stock
gains to continue to be deferred and taxed on installment method even if the business is
sold to an outside party outright in lump sum
• Enable stock gains to be avoided via certain corporate mergers (may depend on buyer)
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Exit Strategies for Business Owners
If keeping the business in the family via gift or bequest is likely, planning can in
many instances:
• Avoid the impact of the newly proposed Section 2704 business valuation
regulations discussed, that may increase gift, estate and generation skipping
transfer tax
• Achieve maximum discounts for taxable estates
• Avoid discounts for non-taxable estates to enable higher step up in basis (see
other Morrow material on “the Optimal Basis Increase LLC”)
• Enable “inside basis” step up via 754 election for partnerships/LLCs after death
• Avoid disputes about tax apportionment, which can be common whenever
specific bequests are made
• Avoid will and trust contests, even about valuation of the business
• Avoid having the business become “marital” property of spouse/children after
inheritance, by keeping property as “separate” in a designated trust (like a de
facto prenup)
• Minimize employee turnover at death by incentivizing key employees to continue
after ownership transition
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Audience Questions
Contact Information for Panelists:
• edwin_p_morrow@keybank.com or
• edwin.morrow3@gmail.com
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